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'We must wake up. To dream is to be involved in a vortex of form. To wake up is to see the

dream for what it is and to see beyond it, to infinity.' Meditations on the meaning of death, the

nature of mind, feeling, spirit and Love, bring insight into the human condition with a positive

message to fortify us in these troubling times. The book was written between the 1950s and

the 1980s, formulated from Halliday's experiences in the Second World War and under the

subsequent continuing threat of nuclear war. In his Foreword Halliday writes 'What drives me

incessantly to think, to read, to write? The will to love. Nietzsche says "the will to power". But I

say that the will to power is perverted love, and that love wills to love, and that love is work for

the development of the functional potentialities of being, infinitely.' The first five chapters of

Book 1 are an excellent 'primer' of his teaching. Subsequent sections of the book are

aphoristic, a series of meditations on many topics of profound esoteric interest. Book 2 was

written in the mid-1970s and contains many graphic illustrations - Halliday was an artist, and

used his pen to sketch as well as to write, his diagrams clearly illuminating his writings. Book 3

opens with "Ecclesia Para Hexon", a favourite concept of the author's: the body of faithful souls

who worship the God of gods. The second part returns to shorter aphoristic writings, the whole

illustrated with diagrams. Book 4 continues in aphoristic form covering many and various

topics. The four volumes are a manual of self-development for Everyman and Everywoman, a

unique treasury of wisdom. Books 1-4 are also available in hardback, and Books 2-4 will be

made available as e-books in the near future.

Helen M. Alvaré—George Mason University"This book is a gift to the twenty-first century, given

how much confusion remains over the meaning and value of being a woman! Nowhere else

can a reader find a more thorough or intellectually rigorous examination of the concept of

woman, in a text seamlessly integrating philosophy, theology, and culture."Elizabeth R. Schiltz—

University of St. Thomas School of Law"A masterful culmination of Sister Prudence Allen's

groundbreaking study of the concept of woman in the history of Western philosophy. This final

volume is a rich, multilayered work that explores the increasingly contentious issues of sex and

gender from a wide range of illuminating perspectives. Allen continues to reward readers with

the fruits of her painstaking research and insightful analysis, painting a sweeping, vivid picture

of the currents and crosscurrents of arguments made by the most important (yet often

unheralded) philosophers writing after 1500."Michele M. Schumacher, STD—University of

Fribourg"With this final piece of her magnificent three-volume work, Sr. Prudence Allen has

bequeathed a masterpiece of fine historical research and deft philosophical reasoning which is

both timely and timeless. Destined to be a classic in philosophical anthropology, sexual ethics,

and gender studies, The Concept of Woman III is essential reading for those who wish to make

their way through the crazed maze of gender politics today with the help of a solid

philosophical articulation of the differences and complementarity of the sexes. Future

generations will join me in praising this monumental work."Fr. Francis Martin, SSD—Dominican

House of Studies, Washington, DC"An excellent, dispassionate study of how human beings

have thought about women over the centuries. Sister Prudence Allen is to be congratulated for

making a serious contribution to our reflections on the concept of woman." --This text refers to

the paperback edition.About the AuthorProfessor of philosophy at St. John Vianney

TheologicalSeminary, Denver Colorado. She has spent more thantwenty-five years engaged in



research on the concept ofwoman in relation to the concept of man in philosophy. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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The Collected Works of Eugene HallidayVolume 4Contributions from a Potential CorpseBook 1

Melchisedec PressSecond edition (revised) published in the UK by Melchisedec Press in

2020Edited by David Mahlowe (1990) and Hephzibah Yohannan (2020)The rights of Eugene

Halliday (1911–1987) to be identified as author of this work have been asserted in accordance

with Copyright Designs and Patents Act.The moral right of the author is asserted.© Hephzibah

Yohannan 2015Cover illustration by Eugene HallidayCover design © Hephzibah YohannanAll

rights reserved.This book is sold subject to the condition that it shall not, by way of trade or

otherwise, be lent, re-sold, hired out or otherwise circulated without the publisher’s prior

consent in any form of binding or cover other than that in which it is published and without a

similar condition including this condition being imposed on the subsequent purchaser. Nor shall

any part of this publication be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any

form or by any means without the prior permission in writing of the publisher.Permission can be

obtained through Melchisedec PressA CIP catalogue record for this book is available from the

British LibraryThe Melchisedec Press was founded by David Mahlowe to publish the works of

Eugene Hallidayinfo@melchisedecpress.net

DedicationDedicated to the memory of David Mahlowe with grateful thanks for his loving and

unstinting labour in the furtherance of the work of Eugene Halliday

Editors’ NotesDavid Mahlowe 1990The first book of Contributions From a Potential Corpse was

written in the late 1950s as the beginning of the author’s magnum opus. The opening five

chapters are conventional in form, if not in content. Thereafter, the remainder of this Book and

all succeeding Books become more episodic in form.Over the years, right up to his death in

1987, Eugene Halliday continued to write ‘Contrib’, as he called it, as time allowed. The result

may be called a Day Book of Wisdom. It contains the essence of his teaching, clearly set down

and copiously illustrated in a manner fondly familiar to those who worked with him.The

separate Books of ‘Contrib’ will be presented as they were received, each in a separate folder.

The only significant amendment to the material is a re-drawing of the original sketches and

diagrams in the more precise manner which the author himself would have required.The

Foreword to the Book is, in fact, part of the MS. It is placed at the beginning as a fitting

reminder of the author’s purpose.Contributions From a Potential Corpse is a manual of self-

development for Everyman; and a unique treasury of wisdom.Hephzibah Yohannan 2020David

Mahlowe, Halliday’s Literary Executor, founded The Melchisedec Press to publish Halliday’s

work. Although Halliday was working on this book from the 1950s, and there had been

discussions about its publication at early stage, its first publication was not until after his death.

This was the hardback edition, published by David Mahlowe in 1990.This ebook edition gives

the text of Mahlowe’s 1990 edition. A small number of minor typographical errors have been

corrected. Words in square brackets within the text have been inserted by the current editor if

they are needed to clarify the text, or to suggest that they may have been missed from the

original text.Single quotation marks have been chosen for this edition rather than double, for

consistency of style across the new series of books published by Melchisedec Press since

2015.Numbers placed centrally in square brackets within the text, indicate the page numbers of

the hardback edition, e.g. [page 1]. They are placed as close as possible to the end of each

page, without breaking paragraphs (for ease of reading). This has been done so that students

of Halliday’s work who are discussing, or citing the work, may be able to refer to the pages of



the hardback. In addition, each paragraph has been given a number in square brackets, to

further facilitate this process.Titles listed on the Contents page of the hardback have been

inserted into the book’s text, in order to create the ebook’s Table of Contents (TOC).

Author’s Foreword[1] What drives me incessantly to think, to read, to write? The will to love.

Nietzsche says, ‘the will to power’. But I say that the will to power is perverted love, and that

love wills to love, and that love is work for the development of the functional potentialities of

being, infinitely. Not power as such, but functionality is the aim. Power has no significance

unless it is expended in function. But function has significance even if power as power is never

felt to be present in it.[2] And all function is interfunction. Petrol in the car interfunctioning with

electrical sparks, cylinders, pistons, crankshaft, transmission, road wheels, roads, journeys;

men seeing new sights, hearing new sounds, constructing new patterns of significance.[3]

There is no function that is not interfunction, though isolating fools may believe or hope

otherwise.[4] Involve ever more interfunctions with each other, and so create ever more

complex and higher interfunctions. This is love ever-expanding, love with no ceiling to its

attainings.[page iii][5] I see that people who believe that function can be function without

interfunction are leading very narrow and shallow lives. I am determined to broaden them, and

deepen them. How I shall do this is through the word, written and/or spoken. Let the Word of

God help me, or help Himself through me. For surely men are an irritant to God as long as they

try to function without interfunction.[6] Is it possible for men to impede God? Yes, but He is not

without power of response to their impeding activities. He has His prophets, His messengers

and His Son, by the sacrifice of whom He can present men with a stimulus they will find it hard

to assimilate without reaction of some kind. God has the whip-handle. Man, each man, is the

whip-lash wherewith God can scourge all men, until they of themselves will to co-

operate.Eugene Halliday[page iv]

Chapter One[7] With the possible exception of some few persons mentioned in tradition as

having passed from this world without being dead at their time of departure, it appears that

most people who have been born have later died, and that on statistical grounds alone it is

probable that most people born and now living will also die at some time in the future.[8] For

most practical purposes, then, it is probably not too foolish to accept the Buddha’s observation,

and to assume that we shall, having been born, at some point of time die. For myself the idea

of dying holds no terrors, because in the sense that I use the term, dying is a process that can

apply only to compound bodies held together, not of necessity, but of temporal pattern

processes which might well have been other than they are.[9)]To die is to disintegrate, to fall

apart, to undo a pattern of elements once brought together in time past by forces having their

origin in the ultimate field of power which creates, sustains and dissolves all things.[10] That

my body, having been assembled from various sources, from food, from radiation and so on,

will probably at some time dissemble does not surprise me in the least. Assembling and

dissembling processes are both equally understandable.[page 1][11] What is important is not

the probability of my death but the contributing by myself of whatever is valuable from my

experience during the period of my assembling. If death is highly probable for born beings, it

may be asked of what value is the experience of life to anyone? I must answer from my

experience of life.[12] Life, between birth and death, is a process, a series of actualisings of

being, experienced by what I shall call sentient power.[13] By sentience I mean the principle of

all consciousness, awareness, knowing-feeling. The Latin word ‘Sentire’ to know, to feel, the

origin of words like ‘sense’, ‘sensitivity’, etc., expresses the general idea of the function which



exists in us as the ground of all our self-consciousness and knowledge, whether of thought,

feeling, will or action, physical or otherwise.[14] ‘Sentience’ is a word used less often than the

words consciousness, knowingness or awareness, and therefore will serve to express the

general activity which the other words express more precisely.[15] Consciousness, for

instance, has the rather precise meaning of knowing things in a patterned way. It is used of

knowing when it is fairly clearly defined; knowing in which sense elements, the data of the five

senses, are cut out from their background, held in relatively sharp focus and integrated

together to form a significant pattern of forms.[page 2][16] In the life-process, between birth

and death, or conception and death if you prefer it, experiences show certain differences. It is

these differences which suggest that my contribution to life may not be without value to others.

[17] The differences of experience may be divided into categories. There are differences of

physical action, of will, of feeling, of thought and so on. There are differences of pleasure and

pain, of hope and fear, love and hate. It is these that induce me to write.[18]What I have to say

about them I shall say as clearly as possible, for clarity is one step towards efficiency (cold

word, but not cold meaning when properly understood).[19] All the troubles of man’s world

arise from inefficiency, from failure to respond adequately to the situation in which he finds

himself. Failure to understand what makes things work, what motivates life; failure to

understand what to do about failure to understand. ‘With all your getting, get understanding’,

says the wise old man, looking back on his ill-informed youth.[20] The way to understanding is

the way to that which stands under all things, the way to the ultimate substance upon which the

world of appearances casts its deluding shadows.[page 3][21] To understand is to go below the

superficial appearance of things, to go down to their root causes, to see the substantial reality

which underlies the play of forms which present themselves to our senses.[22] But why should

we bother to go down to the ultimate root of things? Is it not good enough for us to live and

enjoy ourselves without seeking to descend into the causes of life and enjoyment?[23] Yes, of

course, if we can do it. Perhaps there are some who do. Whatever is clearly conceivable in all

its parts and functional relations is possible. So there may be somewhere some being or

beings actually living and enjoying life. For a time. But if such exist, it is not for them I write,

except perhaps to provide them with further amusement.[24] For those, however, whose living

is not all joyful, I present the fruits of my own experiences of the life process, and show how,

after many attacks on the dragon which guards the tree of life from the unworthy, it is possible

to eat once more the fruit that everyone desires.[25] It is a peculiar thing, a strange thing, that

the greatest and most valuable things are also the simplest. It is also a peculiar and strange

thing that these simplest and most valuable things have been known to man from his first

appearance on the earth.[page 4][26] The myths and legends and fairy stories of the ancient

world contain these simple valuable things expressed in a manner once easily graspable by

the mind of man; graspable because his thought proceeded naturally in a mythic way. Long

before Aristotelian logic began to cripple man’s intuition his thought was illuminated with

flashes of insight into the nature of reality.[27] Modem science, too, has flashes of insight into

the nature of the world, or more accurately, certain intelligent men of science do. For science

itself is only an abstract idea, except in the minds of the men who devote themselves to

incarnating in themselves its principles and the knowledge derived from their application.[28]

There is something man has known about himself from his beginning which still stands as the

basis of anything else he may know or come to know. It is the simple fact that he has a body, a

vehicle of experience, an organism through which the world acts upon him, and by which he

acts upon the world.(29) This body, this vehicle of experience, is the material basis of the

possibility of all the activities which man has called valuable. From this we may formulate our



first law of life.[30] ‘Do not prematurely destroy the vehicle of your experience’.[page 5][31] The

Almighty has set His canon against self-slaughter. This great law is to he fulfilled as the pre-

condition to the fulfilment of all other laws.[32] Why do I say, ‘Do not prematurely destroy the

vehicle of your experience’? Because this vehicle is the only one one has with which to develop

oneself to the level where personal freedom becomes a significant reality.[33] Depression and

misery are not so rare in the world that we can ignore their ill effects. Suicides are not so

uncommon that we can reckon them of no account on the scale of the human race. It is not

always those of low intelligence who destroy themselves. Many intelligent persons have been

led by depression to destroy their material means of communicating with us. Often if these self-

destroyers had waited a while, a new situation would have presented itself, a new idea, a new

feeling, a new will would have arisen. The world would have changed and brought with its

change a new possibility and hope of new life.[34] Something must be said of the real purpose

of life to help those who have lost its purpose, or those who have never known its purpose.[35]

What is the purpose of life — the true purpose? Goethe has defined the truth as ‘that which is

fruitful’. Let us reframe our question: What is the most fruitful purpose of life? What is a fruit? It

is the end result of a growth process which contains in itself the potentiality of further growth

and further fruiting to infinity.[page 6][36] What is life? Life is a function of love, an activity in

which the potentialities of being are actualised, sustained, developed and transcended to

infinity.[37] Life involves sentience and power incarnating, self-embodying, self- objectifying.

Life implies love, and praise and bodily existence, of whatever substance the body may prove

to be. The German words ‘lieben’, to love’, ‘leben’, to live, ‘loben’, to praise’ and ‘leib’, body, hint

at this more clearly than our own mixed English words.[38] Life is Love embodied and praising

all things worthy of actualisation.[39] What is love? Love is the working for the development of

the potentialities of non-being into being, the actualisation of potentials which would otherwise

remain unrealised, the manifestation of orders of being which would otherwise remain wrapped

in chaos.[40] Well, supposing the potentialities were to remain unactualised? Supposing orders

of being remained in chaos, what then? Would it be bad? Would it, as our materialistic age

says, matter? Let us return to the consideration of the ultimate substance of reality.[page 7][41]

The ultimate source of all things is sentient power, an infinite ocean of power which feels itself.

This is what Hamlet intuited when he said, ‘Aye, there’s the rub’. For as this ultimate source of

things feels itself, and as it is absolutely indestructible, an eternal, infinite self-sentient power,

what it does is most important to it. For what it does constitutes for it the content of its own

consciousness. If it does well, it feels well; if it does ill, it feels ill. The mode of action of the

infinite sentient power source conditions that sentient power, determines its formal experience,

its joy and pain, its self-activating and suffering.[42] To die to the material world is not

absolutely to cease to be. Nothing can ever cease to be absolutely. The ultimate reality is

eternal indestructible sentient power. This being so, to die is at most but to sleep. ‘And in that

sleep what dreams may come must give us pause.’[43] To die is to disintegrate. Dying is

possible only for a pattern of forces which has at some point in time integrated itself. Because it

has come into being by integration of forces or motion-patterns, so it is possible for it to cease

to be by simply disintegrating again. To the born death is certainly a possibility. But the

disintegration of a pattern of forces is not the absolute cessation of those forces beyond the

pattern. All forces are motions of the absolute sentient power. This sentient power is a

continuum. A continuum is not made of discrete or separate parts which may be severed from

each other. A continuum is a seamless indestructible whole, not subject to disintegration. (The

seamless garment of Christ symbolises the continuum of the Infinite Sentient Power in eternal

motion.)[page 8][44] The eternal, infinite sentient power, source of all beings, cannot itself ever



cease to be. ‘Whatever truly is can never cease to be’, says the Bhagavad Gita, ‘whatever is

not, can never come to be’.[45] Because it can never cease to be, the infinite sentient power

has a problem, somewhat like that presented to Hamlet. But whereas Hamlet’s problem is, ‘To

be or not to be’, the problem for the infinite indestructible sentient power is, ‘To act or not to

act’. What it is, it is. This is unavoidable; but what it shall do or not do constitutes its problem.

[46] In the great religions the infinite eternal sentient power is called ‘God’. God is said to be

omnipotent, all-powerful. It is said, therefore, that to God’s omnipotence all things are possible.

But for the all-powerful God there is one impossible. God cannot cease to be Himself. He, the

eternal infinite sentient power, indestructible source of all beings, can never cease to be

Himself. Thus, as He cannot cease to be Himself, a problem is presented to Him by the fact of

His own indestructibility; ‘To act or not to act’.[page 9][47] This fact is of such tremendous

importance that we cannot do ourselves any disservice by repeating it over and over again

until we have fully incarnated its significance in our own substance. Let us put it down again in

as simple a form as possible. What the great religions have called God, in whatever language,

is the indestructible infinite sentient power which is the creator, sustainer and destroyer of all

forms whatsoever, in all worlds and times. This indestructible infinite sentient power, this God,

because He cannot cease to be, is presented with the problem, ‘To act or not to act’, ‘To do or

not to do’.[48] Let us try to conceive what this means to God. We will put it in the form of an

imaginary conversation which God holds with Himself.[49] ‘I’, says God, ‘am infinite sentient

power. I am not made of parts. I am a continuum, partless, seamless and eternal. I am,

therefore, indestructible. I cannot get rid of myself, cannot annihilate myself. Whether I act or do

not act, I remain myself, infinite sentient power.’[50] ‘Because I am infinite, I cannot get away

from myself, for, as the Infinite, there is nowhere where I am not. There is for me therefore no

escape from myself.’[51] ‘As I am sentient I feel myself. If I act, I feel my action, its quality, its

pattern, its intensity. If I do not act, I feel my non-action, its qualitylessness, its patternless

formlessness.’[page 10][52] ‘As I am power, I can activate myself, formulate an infinity of forms,

create endlessly worlds upon worlds upon worlds, universes upon universes. But as power I

can also inhibit my creativity, oppose one action with another, neutralise my own formative

energies, and hold myself in perpetual self-contradicting voidity.’
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